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The branching ratio I'(E&' —+ 2~')/I'(EL, '~ 3'') has been measured directly, using a heavy-liquid
bubble chamber, and found to be (3.2&1.5i X10 ', from which

~
ass ~

= (1.9+0.5i X10 s.

I. INTRODUCTION
' FOLLOWING the discovery' of the CP-violating de-

cay mode EJ.'~ x+x, the present experiment at
the CERN proton synchrotron was designed to look for
the corresponding neutral mode EI.' —&~'7i-' and to
measure its branching ratio. Comparison of the rates of
these two modes allows in principle the elimination of
certain hypotheses as to the origin of the CP-violating
effect. Preliminary results from this experiment have
been reported previously. '

The basic idea of the experiment was to pass a El.'
beam through a large heavy-liquid bubble chamber,
observe the disintegrations EI,' —+ 2m' and El,' —+ 3~'
(both giving rise only to y rays), and thus determine
directly the ratio of the rates

R =I'(KLo ~ 2s-s)/I'(XLs ~ 3s.s) .
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To avoid background from regenerated E8', the EI,'
beam was very sharply collimated and transported
through the center of the chamber inside an evacuated
pipe. The bubble chamber was filled with heavy freon
(CFsBr) in order to maximize the p-detection eKciency;
it was thus essentially a 4m. detector of p rays from E&'
decays occurring in the fiducial region of the beam pipe.
Its high spatial resolving power allowed the ef6cient
detection and measurement even of p rays of low energy
emitted at large angles. It also allowed precise error
estimates to be made for all the measured variables; a
systematic and extensive study was carried out in order
to confirm their precision and reliability. This made
possible the use of sophisticated kinematic fitting tech-
niques to distinguish EI,' —+ 2x' events from the back-
ground of EI,' —+3m' events with only four visible p
rays. This was the only important background in the
experiment. It was studied by Monte Carlo techniques.
These were tested with the aid of measured EI,' —+ 3m'

events with six visible p rays, any two of which could be
thrown away in order to simulate a background event.

In Sec. II we describe experimental details such as the
disposition of the beam and bubble chamber, the
scanning, selection, measurement and kinematical fitting
procedures, the checks made on the precision and

reliability of the measurements, and the method used to
study the background to the EI,' —+ 2~' mode coming
from 3vro decays. Section III then presents the estima-

tion of the over-all detection efFiciency for EIO~ 2~'
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events, and two kinematical analyses of the 2x' candi-
dates, one based on kinematical fits to the 2m' hypothesis
in which the mass of the parent particle is considered
unknown, and one in which it is fixed at the mass of the
E~' and the 3m' hypothesis is also considered. Our
conclusions are summarized in Sec. IV.

IL EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

A. Kl.' Beam

1. Layout of Beam

The beam line consisted essentially of three 3-m-long
collimators, each followed by a charged-particle sweep-

ing magnet (see Fig. 1). It accepted neutral particles
emitted at 30' to the circulating 19.2-GeV/c proton
beam direction. The beryllium target was 2 mm in
diameter and 50 mm long, with its axis on the El,' beam
axis. About 7&(10"protons were used per burst, giving
about 50 El,', 700 p rays above 1 GeV, and 3500
neutrons above 300 MeV at the bubble chamber. '

The beam was completely defined by the target and
collimator C2, producing a 2-cm-diam beam at the
bubble chamber. The solid angle accepted was 4.5&(10 ~

sr and the angular divergence +0.4 mrad. C1 reduced
the Qux of particles on the front of C2, while C3 ab-
sorbed particles scattered off the inside of C2. The holes
through the collimators were tapered towards the
target. Each collimator consisted of a 3-m-long brass
tube, 30 mm in diameter, filled with appropriately
predrilled brass cylinders and held in a cylindrical slot
machined between two large steel blocks.

A Monte Carlo program simulating the absorption
and scattering of beam particles was used to design the
collimator system in detail. It predicted that only one
EJ.' would pass through the bubble chamber outside the

vacuum pipe during the entire exposure of 5X10'
pictures, provided that the collimators were precisely
aligned. This was done with the aid of a telescope,
stationed behind the bubble chamber, with which one
could look along the whole beam line to the target.
Illuminated Lucite cones installed at each end of each
collimator could, when required, be positioned with
their apexes accurately on the collimator axis. The
collimators were then adjusted until their cones fell on
the beam line. The bubble chamber was aligned using
two cross-hairs inside the vacuum pipe. Finally, the
target position was adjusted until the beam profile,
measured just behind the bubble chamber, was sym-
metric about the optical beam axis.

The air pressure inside the beam pipe through the
bubble chamber was reduced to 4)&10 ' mm Hg. This
"vacuum" region extended continuously for 14 m from
window W2 in front of collimator C2. Outside the
bubble chamber, when not limited by collimators, the
vacuum region was 180 mm in diameter. Inside the
bubble chamber it was 40 mm in diameter.

Z. Meusgred Beam Size

The shape of the beam profile was determined fre-

quently during the exposure by scanning with a finger
counter of dimensions 1)(1&&100mm mounted parallel
to the beam, just behind the bubble chamber. A typical
result is shown in Fig. 2. The shape thus determined
was essentially that of the neutron component in the
beam.

To check that the shape of the El,' component was
essentially the same, the decay points of some 300
Ez,' —+ ~+~ x' events were determined by geometrical
reconstruction and kinematic fitting. For other decay
modes, the reconstruction errors were larger. All the

PROTON JEAN Be ORGET

FIG. 1. Experimental layout.

' H. J. Gerber, G. Fisher, R. Jones, and A. Wattenberg, Illinois Internal Report No. ILL 39, 1962 (unpublished).
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measured EJ. beam pro61es were consistent with expec-
tations based on the counter measurements, the re-
construction errors, and the assumption that the neutron
and EI,O pro6les were identical. These measurements
also allowed the beam direction relative to the bubble-
charnber coordinate system to be determined within
+1.8 mrad.

However, these beam-profile measurements are not
sensitive enough to the possible presence of a small tail
extending outside the beam pipe. Even a few Ez,'
entering the liquid or pipe wall during the exposure
could produce a significant background consisting of
2T' decays of regenerated EB . On the assumption that
any such EI,' would be accompanied by neutrons in
roughly the same proportion as in the main beam, the
order of magnitude of this EI,' Aux was estimated from
the corresponding neutron Aux. A special scan for
proton recoils was performed using 12500 pictures
selected so as to sample the entire exposure. It was
calculated that for each proton recoil observed in this
scan, roughly 0.05 2'' events due to regenerated EB'
should have been seen in the scan for 2~' events.

The total of 287 proton recoils observed should thus
have corresponded to about 14 Ez' —+ 2m' decays dis-
tributed widely throughout the chamber liquid, and in
fact some seven such candidates were observed. How-
ever, only two recoils were observed within 5 cm of the
beam pipe. This corresponds to a negligible background
of only 0.05 KB' —+ 2~' decays occurring in the whole of
the 2m-' experiment in the near vicinity of the 6ducial
volume used.

3. EJ.' Momently Distribltiom
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inside diameter 4 cm and wall thickness 2.5 mm. A large
lead cylinder, 20 crn in diameter and 10 cm long, was
clamped around the upstream end of the beam pipe in
order to reduce the Aux into the chamber of secondaries
of El.' decays occurring further upstream.

A long plane mirror, suspended freely in the liquid
from the back plate of the chamber, allowed the
cameras to photograph the region behind the pipe. The
mirror was situated at a depth of 95 crn below the front
glass. Fiducial crosses were painted along the back of the
beam pipe. Measurement of their apparent positions, as

100-

FIG. 2. Profile of the neutron component accompanying the EI,o
beam, measured with a 1X1-mm finger counter just behind the
bubble chamber.

The El, momentum distribution was determined by
measurement and kinematic fitting of El,' —+7r+m m.

events with two p rays converted in the chamber. The
error in the fitted EI,' momentum was typically about

The observed momentum distribution C,b, (p) has to
be corrected for detection inefficiencies in order to
obtain the real momentum distribution C,h(P) of Kz,e

mesons decaying in the chamber. The corrections were
applied by weighting the individual events. They did
not substantially change the shape of the momentum
distribution, as can be seen from Fig. 3.
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B. Bubble Chamber

The CERN heavy-liquid bubble chamber used for
this experiment is cylindrical in shape, 1.2 m in diame-
ter, and 1 m deep. It was 6lled with heavy freon CF3Br
(radiation length 11 cm). The magnetic field was
27 kG.

The beam passed through the bubble chamber, in a
direction perpendicular to the axis of the chamber and
the magnetic field and at a depth of 60 cm below the
front glass, inside an evacuated aluminium pipe of
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I'zo. 3. Momentum distribution of the Kz, particles decaying in
the fiducial region. 4,b, is the distribution directly observed. C,h
is that obtained after correcting for losses.
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seen in the mirror, determined the instantaneous posi-
tion and orientation of the mirror in each photograph
and also the slight instantaneous flexing produced as it
swung through the liquid. The geometrical reconstruc-
tion programs took this flexing into account in the
reconstruction of points and tracks measured with the
aid of the mirror.

TABLE I. Summary of scanning results.

Scan results

No. of photos scanned
5y or 6y events
4y candidates

Total ny events (e&2)

Scan
criterion

A

125 000
6 700
1 700

8 500

Scan
criterion

3
275 000

7 200
1 400

8 700

Total

400 000
13 900
3 100

C. Scanning and Event Selection

All possible decays of El,' into any number of y rays
and no charged secondaries ("iiy events") were noted
unless either (a) the intersection point of the 7 rays was
clearly outside the 50-cm-long fiducial region, or (b) the
photograph was "illegal" because of the presence of
additional events, the secondaries of which might be
confused with those of the ny event. Any photograph
containing two ny events with e&3 was "illegal, " as
was any photograph in which a charged track. not due to
an electron emerged from the beam pipe either within
15 cm of the y intersection point (criterion A) or within
the 6ducial volume extended by 15 cm in the down-
stream direction (criterion 8). About half of the Ny
events were found by using each criterion (Table I).
Events due to the 2~' and 3x' decay modes mere thus
picked up simultaneously in the scanning, avoiding a
possible source of bias.

At the scanning stage, aH visible y rays that pointed
close to the EL,' decay point mere noted and classified as
either "ambiguous" or "sure, " according to w'hether or
not another possible origin besides the EJ.' decay point
could be seen. More than 99% of the "ambiguous" y
rays were classi6ed in this way because they were
possibly bremsstrahlung of another y ray originating in
the same event.

Subsequently, all ey events recorded by the scanners
mere inspected by physicists, who checked their legality,
modi6ed, if necessary, the classification of y's as "sure"
or "ambiguous, " and searched for additional y's. All
events that could possibly be interpreted as containing
fOlll primary 'r lays (1 e i Nsrrrs+4(msrrrs+Ksmbigoorrs)
were so interpreted. These "4y candidates" were then
measured.

As a result of the exclusion of "illegal" photographs,
less than 1%of ny events contained either seven "sure"
primary y's or an "ambiguous" y whose alternative
origin was unrelated to the ey event. Thus the number
of 4p candidates containing an accidentally associated

y ray originating in a different event was negligible; and
so was the number of 4y events rejected as Sy events
because of such y's.

D. Measurement Procedures

Measurements were made using image-plane digitizers
with a least count of 100p and a space-to-image
demagnification of 1.7. The geometrical reconstruction
programs used were modi6ed versions of JONAs at Orsay
and at the Ecole Polytechnique, and of DRAT' at CERN.
Empirical correction factors were included in both
programs to allow for optical distortions in the cameras
and projectors, and to improve the precision of recon-
struction. The allowance for the slight fiexing of the
mirror was handled difI'erently in the two programs. In
JoÃAs, the mirror was assumed to be spherical. Its
parameters were determined by simultaneously fitting
all the measurements of the beam-pipe 6ducial marks in
the photograph. The radius of curvature was typically
found to be 100 m. In DR@T, a more general mirror
distortion was allowed for by determining the local
orientation of each region of the mirror from the
measurements of only the nearest fiducial mark images.
The consistency of the two programs was checked by
reconstructing a sample of events with both programs.

Three different techniques were used to determine the
momenta and directions of the p rays: the 3ehr-
Mittner (BM) method' was used at the Ecole Poly-
technique and at CERN, and supplemented at CERN
by use of the total-track-length (TTL) method, ' ' while
the sPIGAM method' was used at Orsay.

In the BM method, electrons are measured either up
to the nearest kink or point of visible bremsstrahlung
emission, or up to an optimum length depending on the
radius of curvature and determined using a template. A
helix is then 6tted to the reconstructed light rays. The
initial momentum and direction thus determined are
then corrected, using the calculated average rate of
momentum loss by ionization and "invisible" brems-
strahlung emission. The errors are determined from the
average measurement errors and the calculated e6ects
of multiple scattering and fiuctuations in invisible
bremsstrahlung loss. The y energy is taken as the sum
of the electron energies and its direction as the weighted
average of their directions.

A bremsstrahlung carrying away much of the electron
energy may be emitted so near to the y conversion point
that the initial electron energy cannot be measured, only
its 6nal energy. In such cases we measured both the

48. Jacquet, D. Morellet, and J. Six, Orsay and Ecole Poly-
technique groups (private communication),' K. Soop, CERN Internal Report No. NPA/Int. 66-13, 1966
(unpublished).

6 L. Behr and P. Mittner, Nucl. Instr. Methods 20, 446 (1963).
7 8, Eiben, CERN Internal Report No. NPA/Int. 66-6, 1966
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8 R. Arnold, I. A. Hudagov, F. A. Nezrick, and %'. A. Venus,

CERN Internal Report No. NPA/Int. 68-9, 1968 (unpublished).
9D. Morellet, Orsay Internal Report No. LAL 1190, 1968

(unpublished).
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electron pair produced directly and the pair produced
by the bremsstrahlung, and added their energies to-
gether. This reduces both the correction for invisible
bremsstrahlung loss and the associated statistical error.

The spIGAM method is essentially a reGnement of
the BM method in which the spiralization of the
electron tracks is taken into account directly by fitting a
spiral (i.e., a helix of steadily decreasing radius of
curvature) rather than a simple helix. The scattering
and bremsstrahlung errors are taken into account
directly in the Gt, as well as the measurement errors.
The two electron tracks are Gtted simultaneously using
the constraint that their initial directions are the same.
Fewer electrons are rejected by this method as being
"unmeasurable" than are rejected by the BM method.

In the TTL method, which determines only the y
energy but not its direction, the magnetic Geld is not
used. Instead, the bubble chamber is used as a total
ionization calorimeter, the measured quantity being the
total length of all electron tracks associated with the
electromagnetic cascade initiated by the p. The relation-
ship between the total track length and the p energy
depends also on the potential length available in the
chamber for the development of the shower, and on the
smallest soft-photon energy that can be seen and
unambiguously associated with the shower. This re-
lationship, and also the errors on the energy values
obtained, were determined' for our experimental condi-
tions by applying the method to p's coming from
Ei. —+ x+vr ~' decay whose energies were already known
to better than &10%from the results of a kinematic 6t.
The energy values obtained with the TTL and BM
methods are practically independent, and were com-
bined to increase the precision.

E. Checks of Measurement Procedures

l. EecorIstrlction UsirIg Mirror

Some y conversion points close to the side of the beam
pipe could be measured both with and without use of the
mirror. A sample of such vertices were measured both

ways and the results were compared. Small systematic
shifts (smaller than the error in measuring a single

point) were observed between the directly reconstructed
and the mirror-reconstructed positions. However, dis-

torting the x, y, and s coordinates of y vertices in Monte
Carlo 2m' events by corresponding amounts was found
to have a negligible effect on the results of kinematic fits
to the 2x' hypothesis, the errors in x, y, and s being

typically negligible compared with the y-direction
errors.

This conclusion was supported by the observation
that in m-+x x' decays measured and Gtted to the
hypothesis EI,' —& m.+m. zr' with free Ei,' mass, the J I,'
mass distribution obtained from events containing at
least one track measured in the mirror was indis-

tinguishable from that obtained from events containing
no such track.

Z. y-Di recti orI, MeaslremerIts

Several checks of the correctness of y-direction mea-
surements were made. For measured y's contained in 4y
candidates, a coxnparison was made between the mea-
sured directions of the electron and positron in the same
pair. The observed direction difference divided by the
calculated error in the direction difference should ideally
be a Gaussian of unit variance, and in fact approximated
this very closely. In addition, a sample of neutral pions
produced in interactions of charged pions in the
chamber liquid were measured. In these events, the true

p directions were known rather precisely from the
positions of the production and conversion points, and
could be compared with their measured directions (the
point reconstruction errors being, as already mentioned,
typically negligible compared with the y-direction
errors). Figure 4 shows this comparison. Finally, Fig. 5

shoes the X,' probability distribution for a purely
geometrical 5C fit in which the gammas in 4y candidates
were constrained to come from a common origin.
Provided the direction errors are correctly estimated&

the distribution shouM be Qat.

FIG. 4. Difference in (i) dip angle 8 and (ii)
projected angle p between the known and
measured directions of y rays produced in
visible interactions in the chamber liquid, in
units of the calculated error in the di6erence.
The curves show the distributions expected if
the errors are correctly calculated, namely,
Gaussians of unit variance.
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3. y-Energy Measuremenfs

The y-energy measurement procedures applied to the
4p candidates were checked by applying them also to
the measurement of the mo and ~z,o masses The. neutra
pions used came partly from the interactions of charged
pions in the liquid and partly from EI,' —+ x+m. z
decays. The EI,' mass was measured using EJ.O —+ 37ro

decays with six converted y rays.
The mass was calculated using

Any systematic bias in the y-energy values would bias
the average observed mass by the same factor. Since the
y—conversion-point and y-direction errors are relatively
unimportant, the widths of the mass distributions reAect
directly the true errors in the p energies. The mass
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f„&Fzo. 7. Difference between TTL and BM energy values, for
y rays in 4y candidates, in units of the error in the difference. The
solid curve shows the distribution expected.

distributions observed are shown in Fig. 6, where the
curves show the widths expected on the basis of the
assigned measurement errors.

A direct check of the energy measurements made on
the 4y candidates themselves could be made for those
y's measured by both the BM and TTL methods.
Figure 7 shows the observed distribution of the di8er-
ence between the two energy values for each such y,
divided by the quadratic sum of the two errors. The
curve shown is the distribution expected if the errors are
Gaussian in E~ T and in 1/E

4. 3feasurensent Precision

In all three laboratories, the rather exhaustive checks
made on the reliability and precision of the measure-
ments thus established the absence of any significant
bias in either the measured values or the errors assigned
to them. Except for the relatively unimportant errors in
reconstructing the positions of the y conversion points,
these errors w'ere dominated by the contributions from
multiple Coulomb scattering and bremsstrahlung emis-
sion. Typical values of the calculated errors are given in
Table II.

TABLE II. Typical measurement errors.

10-

0 100 200 0 200 400 600 800
MASS (MeV/c2)

FIG. 6. Observed mo and E'J. mass distributions obtained by
measuring m -+ 2y and XI, —+ Bm —+ 6y events with the techniques
used to measure the 47 candidates. The curves show the widths
expected.

Measured parameter

x, y of conversion point
2' of conversion point
Dip angle of y
Azimuthal angle of y
p energy (BM)
y energy (SPIGAM)
y energy (TTL)
y energy (BM+TTL}

Typical error

&0.2 mm
&2.0 mm

240/(EMev) O.s deg
115j(EM,.v)0 s deg

20 jo
17'~
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l. EieemuHc Fit6rIg Procedure

For each event, one can make the following
hypotheses:

Intro

~ )ro+)ro

27 27
(J= ~)

-+ )ro+vro+)ro

(J=2)
27 27 07

~ 7r'+7r'+7r'

27 i7 17
(i=3).

Furthermore, for each hypothesis there are several
possible ways of pairing the 7 s: three for j= 1 and j= 2,
and six for j=3.Thus for each event we can make the 12
hypotheses H;q, where the index k denotes the pairing.
Our kinematic fitting procedure gives the likelihood
ratios of the various competing hypotheses, " in the
manner outlined below.

Assuming any given one of these hypotheses II;I„let
us compute the likelihood of having obtained for an
event the E measured values x„ for the conversion
points of the 7's, their directions, and their momenta,
given the initial E~' direction. I.et J be the number of
constraint equations between the x„. Then the decay
may be described by Ã —J independent variables which
wecal10;. For j=l (Iff'ro —) 2~'), for example, the8;may
conveniently be chosen as the EI,O momentum and
decay-point coordinates, two angles in the EL,' center-
of-mass system, two angles in each of the xo rest frames,
and the four conversion lengths of the 7's.

The true values x„corresponding to the measured
values x„can be expressed as functions of the inde-

"I. Behr, These de doctorat d' Etat, Paris, Serie A 4515, No.
5362, 1965 (unpublished).

F. Kinematic Analysis

Once a sample of 47 events has been measured, the
kinematic analysis should allow the separation of those
coming from EI.' —+ 2~' decays from those from
El,'~ 3w' decays. The principles of the kinematic
analysis procedures used are outlined in Sec. II F 1. In
order to determine their efficiency, to check that the 2mo

events could indeed be separated, and to study the
behavior of the 3z' background in the region of the 2~'
signal, 47 events from both 2~' and 3m-' decays were
generated by a Monte Carlo method (Sec. II F 2) and
treated by these procedures. The background. is of great
importance in our case since the signal is small. There-
fore, EI.' —&3m'~47 events were also generated by
withdrawing two 7's at a time from a measured sample
of Er, —+ 3)ro-+ 6p events (Sec. II F 3), and these were
used to check the reliability of the Monte Carlo
calculations.

(lg"I)""
g(g m)

(2~) /)r/2
e
—x~(4)/2p(0, ) g d0,.

Since contributions to the integral come only from 8;
near 8;~, this integral Inay be approximated by" "

lg"I "'
g(& ~) = e—[x'(I)/r) —2 ~) (4/) 1/2

(2m) ~"

where the 8;~ are the "6tted" values of 8; which mini-
mize the quantity

x'2(0;) =X'(0;)-2 lnP(0;)

~&p cj&vg„„— Llnp(0;)] for 0;=0;r.
88) 88 881,88

One can thus compute the likelihood |:(x„)of each
hypothesis provided one can 6nd the values of the 8;
which minimize X".

To do this, we write

QX ()gp 2 l9p

g„,(x,—x, )—— =0
80; 80; P 88;

and solve this set of E—J equations with 31—J
unknowns 8; by linearization and iteration. In. the
fitting procedure used, for example, in G~Nh, the
variables fitted are the measured ones x„which can be
set equal to their measured values x„ for the first
iteration. However, there is no such evident set of
starting values for the 8;. Starting values were obtained
either from simplified "GRxzD-like" fits in which the 7
directions were assumed to be known precisely, or by
repeatedly choosing random sets of 8; until one was
found with an initial value of X'2 small enough to begin
the iteration process.

The likelihoods Z(x„) thus calculated. present two
important advantages over the classical X' probabilities.
First, they use more information, namely, our knowl-
edge of the a Priori distribution of the 0;. Second, the

"C.Pascaud, These de doctorat d' Etat, Paris, Orsay, Serie A,
No. 233, 1967 (unpublished); Orsay Internal Report No. I,AI
1171, 1967 (unpublished).

pendent variables 8;. Let us define, for this hypothesis,

~'(0') =Lx.(0') -~."]g..L~.(0') -~."]
where g '„„ is the error matrix. The probability of
obtaining the measured values x„,given the 8;, is then

(I g"I)"'
.o
—x~(& )/2 g dg

(2~)/r/2

The over-all likelihood of obtaining the x„, given the
hypothesis, is obtained by multiplying by P(0~)Q; d0;,
the u priori probability of the decay occurring with
values 8;, and integrating over all 8;:
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llkcllhQQds g&It; Qf thc competing hypotheses II&~ can be
compared directly and used, as in Sec. III C, in an over-
all maximum-likelihood fit.

In highly constrained fits, such as for hypotheses j= 1,
most of the information comes from comparison of the
measurements with the constraints and relatively little
from the a Priori distributions of the 8;. The first
kinematical analysis given below in Sec. III B employs
only fits to hypotheses g =1 and no over-all maximum-
likelihood fit. Thus it is essentially unaltered by use of
this procedure, rather than the classical one of mini-
mizing X'instead ofx"and calculating the x' probability.

In weakly constrained fits, on the other hand, the
added information is often critically important. In
part'icular, in an unconstrained or underconstrained 6t,
as occurs foi' hypotheses j=3, it Rllovvs the likelihood

to bc determined cvcn though thc clRsslcal
probability is undedned. Homever, the approximation
used above in evaluating the integral over all 0, is then
a very rough one. The kinematic "residues" observed in
the second analysis given in Sec. III C are probably
mainly due to use of this approximation.

Z. Generation of Monte Carlo Events

3oth El,o —+ 2zo and El,o —+ 37ro events were gener-
ated. The exact chamber geometry and the variation of
the average p conversion. length with p energy mere both
taken into account. Events in which four y's converted
in the chamber were then selected, and the conversion-
point coordinates, directions, and energies of the y s
were distorted according to the known Ineasurement
errors.

The variables chosen at random in the generation of
the events were the 8; defined above. Their a priori
distribution p(8;) was known from (i) experimental
study of EI.o —+ x+~-~o decays for the J lo momentum
and decay-point coordinates, and (ii) from physical
laws, such as the isotropy of y emission in the ~o rest
frame, for the other variables. The x„were then
computed from the 8; and distorted according to
Gaussian error distributions.

Since not all p's are equally well measured, the sizes
of the measurement errors to be assigned had first to be
chosen, Two methods were used. In the first, the laws of
the distribution and behavior of the measurement-error
sizes were determined empirically from the measured
events, and the errors were chosen accordingly. In the
second, a list of Ineasured y's was constructed and each
generated y was assigned the errors of the one having
the nearest values of momentum, emission angle, dip
angle, potential length for shower development, etc.
This method automatically takes into account the
actual distribution and behavior of the measurement
error sizes.

Samples of 500 EI,o —+ 2~o and 15000 EJ.o —+3xo
decays were generated by both methods.

3. Check of Monte Carlo I'rocedlre f«
BackgrolrId Deferminatiom

A sample of 4y events closely resembling the back-
ground to the Elo~ 2vro signal can be generated by
measuring El,o —+ 3xo events with six converted y's and
discarding two of the y's. These events were not used to
evaluate the background directly, since the relative
frequencies of different configurations are not the same
as in the background and meight factors wouM therefore
have to be introduced, resulting in large statistical
errors. Instead, the Monte Carlo procedures used to
predict the behavior of the background were verified by
checking that they correctly predicted the behavior of
these events.

Two independent samples of such events werc studied.
The erst consisted Qf 1200 4y events generated from
80 6p cvcIlts by 1'cmov1ng all poss1blc combinat1ons Qf

two y's in turn. However, the strong correlations be-
tween the 15 4p events generated from the same 6y
event entail a large statistical error. In the second
sample, therefore, only one 4y event was generated from
each of another sample of 1067 6y events. This event
was selected at random from among the 15 possible ones
according to their relative probabilities of being ob-
served as 4y events. These 4y events were subjected to
the kinematical analyses used to separate the Ego ~ 2vro

events.
Monte Carlo EI.' ~ 3mo events with six converted y's

were then generated and treated in the same may. The
results were compared and found to be in good agree-
ment (e.g., see Fig. 10 be1ow).

EEE. ANALYSES

A. Determination of Detection ERciencies

1. y-Ray Detection Egciency

The average p detection efficiency was determined
experimentally in two ways. The value obtained from
the relative numbers of Elo —+ ~+a xo decays observed
as vr+n. fy and x-+7r 2p events was (89%1)%.That
obtained from the fraction of J I,'-+3m' decays ob-
served as 2y, 3y, or 4y events, after correcting for the
small observed numbers of E~ —+ 2mo and E~ ~ 2y '
events, was (88&2)%.

These results were compared with the predictions of
Monte Carlo calculations in which the exact chamber
geometry was used. , the variation of conversion length
mith y energy according to the Bethe-Hcitler formula
was taken into account, as was the Compton scattering
cross section, and the momentum distribution of the
decaying EIo particles was assumed to be that shown in
Fig 5(C,i,). W. ith these assumptions, the y conversion
eKciency was predicted to be 95%.

"R.Arnold, I.A. Budagov, D. C. Cundy, G. Myatt, F.Nezrick,
G. H. TriHing, W. Venus, H. Yoshiki, B. Aubert, P. Heusse, E.
Nagy, and C. Pascaud, Phys. Letters 288, 56 (1968).



Various parametrlzatlons of thc extI'R loss of p rays)
dcpcndlDg oD thc p cnex'gy RDd thc locRtloD of its
conversion point in the chamber, merc tried. For each
one, the parameters were adjusted so as to 6t the
CScicncies obscI'vcd fol thc x' x' x' Rnd 37] decay
modes. Thcsc pRx'RmctllzRtloQs werc then lntI'oduced
into the Monte Carlo generation of El.' —+ 2+0 decays,
and the probability of converting and seeing all four y's
mas recalculated.

y rays from all decay modes have the same angular
distribution, and the change in average conversion
length duc to thc chRngc ln Rvcl'Rgc p cncI'gy ls Qot
large. Consequently, the results did not depend strongly
on the mechanism RssUIncd foI' thc cxtI'R loss of y s. We
concluded from these studies that the probability of
converting and seeing all four y rays from a EI.' —+ 2x'
decay was (65+5)%.

Z. Bremsstrahlueg Cut

All events that could possibly be interpreted as 4y
candidates mere accepted. and measured. as EJ.'~ 2vro

candidates. Thus many Sy events werc accepted because
two of the y's mere approximately ahgncd so that it was
feasible, at the scanning table, to interpret one as heing
brcmsstrahlung of the other. And some 3y events merc
accepted because one of the y's gave rise to a brems-
strahlung that pointed. close to the Kx,o decay point. A
simple bremsstrahlung cut was therefore applied after
measurement to remove xnany of these Sy and 3y
CVCDtS.

Two y's were considered "aligned" mhen the angle ~
between (i) the line of fhght from the reconstructed Kc'
decay polll't 'to t11C IICRI'cl r collvclsloll polllt. , Rnd (11) thc
linc from that coDverslon polQt to thc sccorld oneq w'Rs

less than 300 mrad. %hen two of the possible primary
y's mere "aligned, " the second mas considered to bc
bremsstrahlung of the 6rst; otherwise, both mere con-
sidered. to be prixnary. Those 4y candidates containing
either three or five primary y's according to this
criterion merc rejected. .

Some of the real 2m' events mere falsely rejected as 3y
events by this cut because of the alignment of two
primaries. By applying the cut to Monte Carlo 2vro

events, this fraction was found, to be (4&1)%. Some
others were falsely rejected as Sy events because of the
presence of a brcmsstxahlung pointing dose to thc Eo
decay point but lying outside the 300-mrad cone. By
applying the cut to the measured 6y events, this loss
was found to be (4&2)%. The total loss of real 2mo

events was therefore (8&2)%.
Of the total number of 4y candidates, 32% were re-

jected by this cut; 11% of these were rejected as 37
events, in agrecmcnt with the Monte Carlo prediction
for 4y events resulting predominantly from EL,' —+ 3~0

decays. Of 'tllc lcmalnlng 21/o Ic]ected Rs &'r events~

some 4% were rejected falsely because of a brems-

strahlung lying outside the cone and therefore (17&2) /o
wcI'e ln fact 5+ events.

The 4y candidates mere compared with a sample of
cveIlts containing six clcRI'ly primary p s 1Q m'hlch Rll thc
"bremsstrahlungs" mere therefore genuine. The diGer-
crlccs bctmccQ thc obsex'vcd dlstllbutlons 1D 0, RDd f'

(where n is the angle defined above to which the brems-
stI'RhlUng cut mRs Rppllcdp Rnd t' ls thc x'Rtlo of thc
energy of the brcmsstrahlung to the energy remaining
in the electron pair) indicated that some 35% of all the
4y candidates mere actually Sy events. Thus about half
of the 5+ events lcIQRlned RftcI' this cUt.

3. Scalning aed 5election Egcierlcy

The 2go and 3vro events mere picked up simultaneously
in the scanning. In a rescan of 30% of the 61m, no
difference mas observed between the scanning cKciencics
foI' 4p candidates and othcl sp events. This scanning
CKciency, which cancels out in the measured ratio, was
found to be 88%.

The 27ro events are contained. among the 4y candidates
thRt sRtlsfy the scanQlQg rules Rnd pRss thc breals-
strahlung cut. The reproducibility with which such
events were picked out from the ey events was found to
be (73&11)/o by repeating independently the selection
of 4y candidates from 30/o of the flhn.

A large fraction of the events that were selected only
once mere ambiguous between the 4y and 5y classi-
fications, because they contained an energetic y that
could have been either bremsstrahlung or primary. The
comparisons already mentioned between the 4y candi-
dates and the clear 6y events indicated that these wexc
mostly 5y events. The above figure is thus RQ under-
estimate of the selection CKciency for true ky events.

TRklDg into Recount. thc UnccI'tRlnty ln correcting fol"
the presence of Sp events and that in extrapolating from
true 4y events in general to those from 2+0 decay, wc
estimate that the selection cSciency for 4y events from
2m' decays was (80+15)/o.

4. Elk 3fegs+f @be/y

The largest class of unmeasurable events consists of
events in which one or more y rays converted in the
aluminum wall of the beam pipe. Since 4/o of y's were
classi6ed Rs plpc "j s Rt, thc SCRnniDg aQd cvcnt-
selection stages, this class contained 16% of the 2z'
events In anot.her 4% of events, although measure-
ments mere made, it was not possible to achieve
su6iciently complete geometrical reconstruction.

5. Owr Ali Detectiol -Egciellcy

The over-all CKcicncy for detecting and measuring a
gI,O —+ 2wo decay ls thcrcfolc thc product of thc following
fRC'tors: (R) plobRblll'ty of collvcI'tlllg Rnd scclng Rll folll'
y rays in the chamber (=0.65&0.05), (b) probability of
selecting the events as a 4y candidate (=0.80+0.15),
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(c) probability of it being measurable (=0.80&0.02),
and (d) probability of it passing the bremsstrahlung cut
(=0.92&0.02). This efficiency is equal to 0.38&0.08.

B. Kinematic Analysis Using Fits to Xl, ~ 2m

Hyyotheses with Variable J I.' Mass

Kinematic fits were made to the hypotheses Ez,o —+

2s -+ 4y (hypotheses j=1 in Sec. II F 1) treating the
mass of the E~' as one of the independent unknown
variables 0;. Genuine El,' —+ 2z' —& 4p events then yield
mass values narrowly distributed about the true EI,'
mass. Background events, E~'-+ 3~' with four visible
p's, typically yield lower mass values.

Figure 8 shows the mass distribution obtained with
the following conditions, designed to reduce the back-
ground as much as possible without significantly re-
ducing the signal.

(a) Of the three possible ways of pairing the y's in
each event, only the pairing that yields the highest
likelihood 2» (see Sec. II F 1) is considered. Study of
Monte Carlo events indicated that in 96% of true
EI,' —+ 2~' events, Z~/, is larger for the true pairing than
for either of the false pairings.

(b) The corresponding X' probability is required to be
& 10%.

(c) The fitted Er,' momentum is required to lie in the
range 0.4(pir(2. 0 GeV/c. Most of the decaying Ero
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FiG. 8. Fitted mass distribution of observed 4y candidates
(histogram) and predicted background (points and curve).
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FIG. 9. Fitted mass distribution of Monte Carlo
EI.0 —+ 27|.0 ~ 4y events.

have momenta in this range (Fig. 3). In background
events, two of the y's are missing and the lower visible
energy biases the fitted pz. distribution to lower values.
On the other hand, if one of the y energies was unmea-
surable, a fit may be found in which this p, and therefore
the El,o, is assigned a very high momentum. Conse-
quently, rejection of fits with very high and very low
values of p~ improves the signal-to-noise ratio.

With these conditions, there are 30 events inside the
fiducial region in the Qtted mass range 468(m~(548
MeV/c'. The mass range is chosen to be asymmetric
about the EJ.' mass because the background is much
higher on the low-mass side.

Figure 9 shows the corresponding mass distribution
obtained by the same procedure from a sample of 541
Monte Carlo EJ.O —+ 2' ~ 4y events. Of these, 85
events were rejected by the above cuts and a further 65
yielded fitted mass values outside the required range.
The probability of a measured EI.' —+ 2~' —+ 4p event
yielding a mass value in the range 468(m~(548
MeV/c' and satisfying the above conditions is thus
found to be (72&3)%.

The curve in Fig. 8 shows the background predicted
by applying the same procedure to 3500 Monte Carlo
EI,' —+ 3~' —+ 4y events. The curve is normalized to the
number of events in the histogram. Outside the Ez,'
mass region, the shape of the fitted mass distribution is
predicted correctly. "ln the E&' mass region, there is a
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clear excess of events due to Xl,'~ 27r'-+ 4y decays.
Figure 10 shows the good agreement, in the same con-
ditions, between the 4y events generated from real 6y
events and the corresponding Monte Carlo predictions"
(see Sec. II F 3); it thus verifies the reliability of the
background prediction.

The background predicted among the 30 events with
468&M&548 MeV/c'is 15~3 events, where the quoted
error reAects the precision with which the Monte Carlo
predictions have been veri6ed. Thus 15+6 events are
due to EI,'~ 2~' decay. The over-all detection ef6-

ciency of 2x' events is the product of the efficiency for
detecting and measuring a Ez' —& 2"decay |-0.38~0.08
(see Sec. III A 5)j and the above probability of it then
yielding a mass value in the required range under the
above conditions (0.72+0.03). From these figures and

the total number of ey events (17 150), we find the
branching ratio to be

m=1'(Z,o~ 2&0)/I'(X,o~ 3~0) =(3.2a1.5) X10-'.

The'difference between this result and the preliminary
result previously quoted, ' which was based on a similar

analysis, is due mainly to a reevaluation of the
background.

80-

C. Kinematic Analysis Using Fits to A11 Xl, ~ 2e
and Kl,o ~ 3~0 Hypotheses with Fixed Xl.o Mass

The preceding analysis is based on fits to the hy-
potheses Xz'~ 2x' —+ 4y (j=1) only. In principle, the
background in the EI' mass region can be distinguished
from the signal by also making fits to the hypotheses
Kz' —+ 3"-+4' (j=2 and. j=3). Background events
should typically yield a good fit to one or other of these
hypotheses, while true E~o~ 2mo~ 4y events should
not. Therefore, in this second analysis, new 6ts to all 12
possible hypotheses (see Sec. II F 1) were made with the
EJ' mass 6xed at its true value, and the likelihoods
Z;I, of the diferent hypoth. eses were compared.

The value of o, ,

F(Er.'~ 2")
I'(Kz'~ 2~')+I'(Ez'-+ 3n-')

was then extracted directly from the total data by
maximizing the following log-likelihood function:

Z(n) =1V'& inLnpp&+(1 —n)p32']

+1V'~ 1nLnp2''+(1 —&)ps''j

+(1V"+1V")1nL(1 —n)(pP&+p, 6')j
+ Z 1.L-p."-.+(1--)p:'-.~,

4y events

where p2&3~"' is the probability of a 2(3)~0 event being
observed with e y's, E"& is the observed number of
events with e p's,

P 60-
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FIG. 10. Fitted mass distributions of artificial E10—+ 37f0 —& 4y
events generated by rejecting y rays two at a time from (i)
measured 6y events (histogram) and (ii) Monte Carlo 6y events

(pomts and curve).

» If the Monte Carlo curve is instead normalized to the number

of events entering the fits, the number of events in the histogram

is also predicted correctly within 10'P&.

~3=9(Z &2a+ Z ~3").

The sum over 4p events is the most important term in
the expression for 2(n) It takes ac.count of the kine-
matic fit results through the values of Z;I,. The term in
S'&+cV'& appears only for normalization. The terms
in +2~ and E37 have only a small inhuence on o by
comparing the observed and expected numbers of 2y
and jy events. The contribution from m&2 has been
neglected.

The uncorrected value of n obtained by this maxi-
mum-likelihood method from 70% of the data, taking
into account the detection and measurement CAiciency
for 2" events (Sec. III A), was n=(7.7~1.5))&10 '.

A pure sample of 3x' decays should, in principle, yield
a value of n compatible with zero. In fact it does not,
because of kinematics ineKciency. If the 6t corre-
sponding to the correct hypothesis fails to converge, the
corresponding Z;I, value will be zero, 7f-3 will be under-
estimated, and the final estimate of n will be too large.
In addition, as noted in Sec. II F 1, the expression used
to calculate the values of 2;I, is only a rough approxima-
tion in the case of hypotheses j=3. This background
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("residue") due to 3rr' events, which is of computational
order only, was evaluated by applying the method to
Monte Carlo 3n' events and found to be rr, = (4.4&1.7)
+10 3. Subtracting this from the uncorrected value of
n, we find

n=(3. 3a 2. 2) X10'.
Conversely, and for similar reasons, a pure sample of

2mo decays does not yield 0.=1.However, application of
the method to a sample of Monte Carlo 2m' events
yielded a=0.98&0.02, indicating that the loss of 2m'

events is negligible and that no further correction is
Qccessary.

The above figure, based on 70% of the data, is in
agreement with that obtained from the preceding
analysis using all the data, n = (3.2&1.5) X10 '.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The mass distribution (Fig. 8) obtained by fitting the
4p cvcnts to the hypothesis EI, ~ 2x' with vallablc
E~' mass shows a peak. at the true EJ„'mass value. This
peak is well separated from the background distribution
due to E~'~ 3z' decays with two undetected y rays. It
constitutes clear evidence of the existence of the neutral
CP-violating decay mode EIO —+2vro. The branching
ratio E=F(Er,'~ 2s')/F(Er, '~ 3rr') deduced from
this distribution has been compared with that obtained
from a more sophisticated maximum-likelihood fit to
70'Pz ot the total data. In this, each 4y event is fitted not
only to the Er„' +2ir' hypothesis —(with fixed Ez,' mass)
but also to the alternative EJ.' —+ 3mo hypothesis, and
the relative likelihood of the two hypotheses is evalu-
ated. The results of the two analyses are in agreement.
We conclude that

E=F(Er,'-+ 2ir')/1'(Er, '-+ 3ir') = (3.2&1.5) X10 '.
Using the following values":

F (ICr,e +s-'s's e)—
-- —-- =0.275&0.01I,

1'(Er,' —+ charged modes)

rirs =(5.4a0.2) X10 'sec,

r«0=(8.62&0.06) X10 "sec,

1'(Es' ~ 2n') —=0.3I3~0.006,
r(E,'~ all modes)

we 6nd liieel'=(3. 5&1.7)X10 ', where the quoted
errors include systematic as well as statistical errors.

The numerous internal consistency checks that have
been made during the course of the experiment give
con6dencc in the results. Particular care was taken to
check the correctness of the estimated measurement,

I4 Taken from the data compilation of A. Barbaro-Galtieri, S. E.
Derenzo, L. R. Price, A. Rittenberg, A. H. Rosenfeld, N. Barash-

Blleman, M. Roos, P. Soding, and C. G. Wohl~
Rev. Mod. Phys. 42, 87 (1970).

TAsLs III. Measured values of Is00I'.

10'E

3.2a 1.5
4.6&1.1

13.1&3.1
(regenerator)
(regenerator)
(regenerator)

10'IsppI'

3.5&1.7
5.1&1.2

14.1+3.4-2.0a7.0
13.0a4,0
10.2+4.5

Reference

this expt
15
16
17
18
19

TABLE IV. Values of other CE-violation parameters
(from Ref. 20).

Parameter

C+
Res
C'oo

"Super weak"
prediction

43'~1'
(1.39+0.05) &10 '

43'&1'

Measured value

(1.90+0.05)g 10 '
39.8'+ 6.0'

(1.42~0.17}X10-3
170 +310

» M. Banner, J. W. Cronin, J. K. Liu, and J. E. Pilcher, Phys.
Rev. Letters 21, 1107 (1968); Phys. Rev. 188, 2033 (1969)."R. J. Cence, B. D. Jones, U. Z. Peterson, V. J. Stenger, J.
Wilson, R. D. Eandi, R. W. Kenney, I. Linscott, W. P. Oliver, S.
Parker, and C. Rey, Phys. Rev. Letters 22, 1210 (1969).» D. F. Bartlett, R. K. Carnegie, V. L. Fitch, K. Goulianos,
D, P. Hutchinson, T. Kamae, R. F. Roth, J. S. Russ, and W.
Vernon, Phys. Rev. Letters 21, 558 (1968}.» J. M. Gaillard, W. Galbraith, A. Hussri, M. R. Jane, N. H.
Lipman, G. Manning, T, J. RatclifFe, H. Faissner, and H. Reithler,
in I'roceedings of the Fourteenth International Conference on High-
Energy E'hysics, Vienna, D'6h' (CERN, Geneva, 1968); Nuovo
Cimento 59A, 453 (1969).

'9 J. Chollet J. M. Gaillard M. R. Jane T. J. Ratcliffe J. P.
Repellin, K. R. Schubert, and B. Wolff, in Proceedings of the
Topical Conference on Weak Interactions, CERN Report No.
69-7, 1969, p. 309 (unpublished).

20 Taken from the review by J.Steinberger, in Proceedings of the
Topical Conference on Weak Interactions, CERN Report No.
69-7, 1969, p. 291 (unpublished).

errors, of critical importance for the reliability of the
kinematic 6t results; and also to check the Monte Carlo
predictions of the behavior of the EJ.' —+3'' back-
ground with the aid of measured 6y events, from which
background 4y events could be generated artificially by
1gQor1Qg two of thc p s.

Our result may be compared with others already
published. These may be divided into (i) those in which
the branching ratio E is measured and

l peel' deduced,
and (ii) thoseinwhicharegeneratorisusedand lg«l is
measured directly. The results are summarized in
Table III.

The values ot
I ri, e I

' are so widely dispersed that there
is apparently little sense in averaging them. It is clear
that the EI,' ~ 2m' mode exists. The crucial question is
whether «n« lnool'= le+-I'=(3 ti~0.2)X10-', »
required by the simplest ("superweak") model of CP
violation yet proposed. This prediction is well verified
by the result of the present experiment.

In the phenomenological description of EI,' —+2~
decays based on CPT invariance, peel can be related to
other measured Parameters le+, C+, foe, and Ree,
the values of which are given in Table IV. A fit to these
data using the well-known relationships g+ =e+e' and
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iioo= o 2o' yields
I iioo I

= (1.4 o.7+'o) X10 o if the ph~~~
of o is left free, or

I coo I

= (2.0&0.'/) X10-' if it is con-
strained to equal 43'&1' as predicted by most models.
Our result,

l pool =(1.9&0.5)X10 ', is clearly com-
patible with these predictions.
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The reaction x+p ~ pm+vr+m x has been studied at an incident 7r+ momentum of 18.5 GeV/c. This reaction
is dominated by strong resonance production and low four-momentum transfer squared from the target to
the outgoing proton. A large excess of events in the ~+~+~ ~ effective-mass distribution in the region
from 1,52 to 2.32 GeV is observed. This enhancement is attributed primarily to Pp+p' and PAvr 6nal states. A
study of angular distributions in the Pp+p 6nal state suggests the importance of a double-peripheral pro-
duction mechanism for these events.

I. INTRODUCTION

' N recent years there has been much interest in

the production of bosons in high-energy pion-
nucleon interactions. The experiment which will be
discussed. in this paper is a high-energy study of the
reaction

vr+p —+ pir+n. +m. xo.

The m.+ incident momentum was 18.5 GeV/c, the
highest x+ momentum that could be obtained at the
time the experiment was run.

In Sec. II we discuss the separation of reaction (1)
from other channds in the four-prong final state and

in Sec. III we discuss the cross section of the reaction
as well as its general features. In Sec. IV the properties
of the 4x e6'ective-mass distribution are examined. .
Section V deals with the properties of the Pp+po final

state.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The rf separator technique' was used to obtain a x+

beam with a momentum of 18.46 GeV/c and a spread
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of 0.09 GeV/c from the alternating gradient synchrotron
at the Brookhaven National Laboratory. The data
were obtained in two separate runs using the 80-in.
liquid-hydrogen bubble chamber. In erst run, about
50 000 stereo triads were obtained. In the second run,
about 102000 stereo triads were obtained to give a
total of 152 000 photographs.

The 61m was scanned for interactions (hereafter
referred to as four-prong) in which four charged
particles were produced at the interaction vertex. In
the 6rst part of the experiment, a 6ducial region 100
cm in length was used and in the second part a region
110cm in length was used, An increased scanning volume
was possible because of the removal of lead plates from
the bubble chamber,

The four-prong events were measured on an image-
plane measuring machine and on three 61m-plane
measuring machines. Approximately 57 000 four-prong
events were measured. They were processed with the
geometry program HGEoM and kinematically fitted.
using the CERN program GRIND. ' The two reactions
which were kinematically 6tted in addition to reaction
(1) were

ir+p ~ po+ir+ir

m'+p ~N7r+o+7r+7r'
~ J. %'. Surren and J. Sparrow, Rutherford High Energy
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